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1. Agenda

• Quick quiz

• How Britain voted in 2019

• The current rules

• The case for votes at 16

• The case for sticking with 18

• Q&A



2. Which of these can you do in Scotland at 16, 
but not in England?

A. Get married without your parents permission

B. Leave school and do nothing

C. Vote in local elections and referendums

D. All of the above
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4. Why English couples elope to Gretna Green…

• The Marriage Act of 
1754 allowed a parent 
to block the marriage of 
a child under the age of 
21 in England and Wales

• At the time, boys could 
marry in Scotland at 14, 
and girls at 12, without 
parental consent



5. Who is liable to pay income tax in the UK?

A. Only adults aged 18 or over

B. Only people aged 16 or over

C. Anyone who earns enough, regardless of age



6. Who is liable to pay income tax in the UK?

A. Only adults aged 18 or over

B. Only people aged 16 or over

C. Anyone who earns enough, regardless of age

You only start to pay NICs at 16 (and stop when you 
reach state pension age), but even children are liable 
for income tax (and other taxes too, such as VAT)



7. “No taxation without representation!”

• One of the grievances of American colonists was the 
‘imposition of taxes on us without our consent’

• Supporters of lowering the voting age to 16 often note 
that this is the age at which you start paying NICs

• But age is irrelevant for almost all taxes
• Can the US slogan be turned around: ‘no 

representation without taxation’?
• People typically pay most tax in their 40s, 50s and 

early 60s – and very little when under 20



8. If only young people (under 25) were allowed to 
vote, who would now be Prime Minister?

A. Boris Johnson 

B. Jeremy Corbyn

C. Caroline Lucas

D. Jo Swinson
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10. In reality, of course, it’s this man… 



11. Voting by age in 2019 UK General Election (%)



12. How people voted by level of education                  
in 2019 UK General Election (%)



13. Turnout by age in 2019 general election



14. Facts on the voting age

• UK parliamentary elections – 18

• Scotland – 16 for local and devolved elections 
(including the 2014 Independence referendum)

• Wales has now followed Scotland

• Isle of Man lowered its voting age to 16 in 2006 and 
Jersey followed in 2007 (feedback mostly positive, 
e.g. youth issues featured more)

• Norm across the EU is 18, with a few exceptions 
where it is lower, including Austria and Malta (and 
Hungary if you are married!)



15. Where do you draw the line?

• Everyone agrees that only 
people above a certain age 
should be able to vote 
(well, almost everyone…)

• The question is what this 
minimum age should be

• There are good arguments for different minimum 
ages for different activities (some higher than 18?), 
and even for different types of election…



16. What you can do at different ages (England)

• Leave home (and be asked to leave home!)
• Leave school to work full-time
• Become a company director
• Legally consent to sexual activity 

• Get a mortgage, credit card or personal loan
• Serve on a jury
• Fight in combat roles in the armed forces
• Become a police officer
• Buy alcohol, tobacco and fireworks
• Gamble (now including the National Lottery)



17. Other examples

• Be arrested and charged with a crime     
(8 in Scotland, though 12 for prosecution)

• Hold a gun licence

• Drive an HGV or public bus



18. Arguments for votes at 16 

1. 16 year olds already have lots of rights and 
obligations – why not voting?

2. Young teens now better informed – improvements 
in citizenship education, the internet, etc. 

3. They will live with the consequences of political 
decisions for longer than older people

4. Odd to have different voting ages in different parts 
of the UK; 16 works fine in Scotland

5. Getting people involved in politics sooner may 
strengthen engagement in later life



19. Arguments for sticking with 18 

1. Some of the things you can legally do at 16 are still 
not choices that society would actively encourage

2. Most 16-17 year olds are still children living at home, 
going to school, and dependent on their parents

3. Classroom teaching and social media are no 
substitute for experience of the real world

4. If you’re going to live to 90, there isn’t such a huge 
difference between voting at 16 and waiting until 18

5. 18 is the threshold for most of life’s major decisions



20. Young people do already have a voice …



21. … and are increasingly political



22. A provocative suggestion

How about allowing girls to vote at 16, but not boys? 
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